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Chapter 1665: You Bastard

“Mr. Chu, do you really believe that Japanese woman’s words?” “This Haruhi Yingyue,
even though he is young and lacks xinxing, is after all Mochizuki’s disciple. However, it
is so easy for her to agree to such a thing as a slave. “Furthermore, I am willing to take
you to find the sacred items of Japanese martial arts in person.”

“I am really worried, whether there is any conspiracy in it.”

“Knowing people and knowing the face does not know the heart. Mr. Chu has to guard
against this girl. “Mark has sent someone to Liang Palace Yingyue to rest.

Of course, before that, Mark had already used special means to seal the martial arts
cultivation of Haruhi Yingyue.

Now she is no different from a weak woman.

At this time, Lei San had doubts, reminded Mark.

When Mark heard it, he chuckled and said casually: “So what?” “In spite of her
thousands of schemes, all kinds of tricks.”

“The power is in my hands.”

“Any conspiracy, in front of real power, It’s just a trail.”

“One sword can be cut!” Mark said lightly, but there was a lot of pride in his slow words.

When it fell in the ears of Lei Lao San and others, it only felt deafening.

If these words are spoken from the crowd, Lei San will feel that the other party is
arrogant.

But now that it came from Mark’s mouth, Lei San felt all energized.

“It’s Mr. Chu!” “So courageous, so minded, who else can do it in Noirfork?” At this
moment, Lei Lao San’s respect and respect for Mark is undoubtedly stronger again.

In my heart, I admire Mr. Chu even more.



After talking about the matter, Lei Lao San also left.

And Mark, after taking a look at Tongshan, went back to accompany Helen Qiu.

In the battle at Dongchang Lake that day, Helen Qiu fainted directly when she saw
Mark’s danger.

Now, nature has woken up.

When Mark arrived, Xu Lei and her mother Ye Ximei were accompanied by the bed.

After seeing Mark, the girl with a pretty face and a little weak, her beautiful eyes
immediately turned red.

She ran off the bed desperately, without even having time to wear the shoes, bare feet,
ran over directly and threw herself into Mark’s arms.

“Chu Yun, you bastard~” “You bastard.”

“Do you know how worried I am about you?” “Woo~” I felt the temperature on Mark
again and heard the man’s heartbeat.

The girl who was as strong as usual, she burst into tears at this moment.

Whether it was Mark’s bizarre disappearance or yesterday’s battle, the danger that Mark
encountered had undoubtedly made Helen Qiu extremely worried for this man.

She was really scared, afraid of losing Mark like this.

When Helen Qiu was crying and complaining about Mark, Xu Lei and Ye Ximei both
consciously left the room and went out.

In the room in front of him, only Mark and his wife were left.

“Okay, don’t cry.”

“Originally she looks ugly, but she doesn’t look good when she cries.”

Mark embraced the charming girl in front of him and gently wiped away the tears from
the corners of her eyes. All pity.

Yesterday, when he just walked down from Denham Mountain, he heard someone
talking about the fight in Dongchang Lake.

Mark’s eyes were red when she learned that her woman had fallen into the hands of
Mochizuki River and her life was at stake.

He didn’t care about anything else, and even rushed to Dongchang Lake!



Fortunately, before that, Qin Fei, Tong Shan and others had bought Mark some time.

Otherwise, Mark could not imagine what the final outcome would be?
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Although, after arriving, Mark discovered that it was Xu Lei who was taken away by
Wangyuehe.

But in Mark’s heart, whether Xu Lei or Helen Qiu, neither of these two women, Mark
could not tolerate anyone hurt!

In the room, Mark comforted softly.

But after hearing what Mark said, Helen Qiu, who was already sad and tearful, suddenly
became so angry that her nose was almost crooked.

The whole person was almost fainted with anger.

“Hmph~” “You bastard, can you speak?” “Are you ugly? You are not good-looking?”
“Your whole family is not good-looking~” Helen Qiu yelled at Mark angrily.

A little bit of anger emerged on the tearful pretty face, and the pear blossom’s stunning
face with rain was unique.

When Mark saw this, the smile on his face was undoubtedly more intense.

He laughed and continued to molest Helen Qiu: “Well, my wife is the most beautiful,
even when she is crying and crying, she has a lot of affections.”

“Such a stunning face, will pass on her beauty without having a child. That’s a shame.”

“Helen, it’s better to hit the sun if you choose a day. I think it’s now.”

“Let’s hurry up and create individuals to contribute to the inheritance and reproduction of
mankind.”

Mark said shamelessly, as if I completely forgot, my mother is outside the door.

“I made you a big-headed ghost!” “Come to shameless bastard, go to hell you~” Helen
Qiu was still thin-skinned after all.

Hearing Mark’s shameless words, he was immediately ashamed, and his pretty face
blushed.

Qiong Bi was crooked by this bastard.



Is it better to hit the sun?

Create people now?

Don’t you know this bastard is a hospital?

Don’t you know, his mother was listening at the door?

There is no shame at all.

In shame, Helen Qiu picked up the pillow on the bed and smashed it towards Mark.

Think about it too, although Helen Qiu has always had many suitors, she has always
been alone.

Even though he had been married to Mark for three years, he never let Mark touch her
at all.

It wasn’t until recently that Helen Qiu gradually accepted Mark.

But even so, for Helen Qiu, the most intimate behavior between her and Mark was just
kissing.

As for having children, Helen Qiu, who has always been conservative, is undoubtedly
ashamed to speak out, even dare not even imagine.

After all, to become pregnant, it means that she and Mark must… Thinking of this, Helen
Qiu was already ashamed to think about it.

The pretty blushing is only like a ripe peach, it seems that if you touch it, there will be
water droplets.

In my heart, 10,000 fawns touched randomly.

Helen Qiu was terrified and curious about such things.

Shy and fearful, but yearning for expectations.

…. Will it be, how does it feel?

….. This kind of contradictory mood lingers in her heart all the time.

However, at this time Helen Qiu, being so teased by Mark, the previous fear and
trepidation undoubtedly disappeared.

In my heart, only shame and sweetness remained.



After that, Mark stayed with Helen Qiu for a long time, until she fell asleep completely
before Mark left.

“Huh?” “Mom, where’s Xiao Lei?” After leaving the ward, Mark found that only his
mother Ye Ximei was left here, and there was no trace of Xu Lei, so he asked in
confusion.

Ye Xi shook her head, “Just now, when you were with Helen, Xiao Lei had already left.”

“Back to Gritsberg.”

“When I left, she asked me to give this to you.”

While speaking, Ye Ximei handed a few Helen fruits to Mark.
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